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The Museo Marino Marini’s Early One Morning exhibition programme, curated by artistic director Alberto Salvadori, 
continues with the opening, on 19 April, of Department Store at Night (Five Impossible Films,1), a previously unshown 
project, produced by the museum, by the widely acclaimed American artist Matthew Brannon (St. Maries, Idaho, 1971). 
Brandon, who has exhibited in many important museums around the world, combines elaborate and sophisticated graphic 
work with installations designed to create complex narrative projects. Also opening at the same time is Nervo vago by the 
Florentine Nicola Martini (1984), one of the best young artists on the Italian art scene. The two shows run until 8 June 
2013.   
 
Early One Morning, which echoes the title of a famous work by Anthony Caro from 1962, investigates and analyses different 
working methods, ranging from the historic study and reactivation of sculptures thanks to interaction with the public to the 
practice of young generations of Italian and international artists, through to the use of video as a tool for investigation and for 
setting up relations between people, objects and architecture. 

 
MATTHEW BRANNON 
Department Store at Night 
(Five Impossible Films, 1) 
 
In the last ten years Brannon has created works in which the tension between text and image has always been present as a genuinely 
constitutive part of the work, even though this relationship has never been conceived as a narrative element between the two parts.  

Brannon has recently turned his attention to writing. The books he has written, in the form of a long story, acquire their own autonomy 
with respect to the sculptures and prints that have always been the centre of his output. By distancing the image from the text, Brannon 
moves towards a new mode of approach, of proximity between the two, operating in such a way that the works act like amplifiers for the 
text accompanying them. The viewer/reader assumes an active role in deciphering the story, becoming an element of construction of the 
whole narrative, completing the experience of the reading with that of the visit to the museum. 

At the Museo Marino Marini Brannon has constructed Department Store at Night, where sculptures, prints, fabric flooring and a 
book recount the cruel and strange nocturnal episode at the heart of a mystery that needs solving.  



The fiction element draws on ideas and impressions the artist had while inspecting the museum – the crypt space, now used for 
exhibition projects, a place with centuries of history and a repository of facts and events unknown to us – and while visiting Florence, 
where the department store is now the distinguishing feature of a city centre completely given over to trade of all kinds. Here, a lively 
daytime life alternates with a flat, almost dead, night life, animated by typical provincial news events in which everything can appear 
exceptional. 

A theatre company occupies the department store illegally in the night, and the crime at the base of the story, of the noir that always 
intrigues the public, takes place during the reading of an important twentieth-century text, Freud’s Civilization and Its Discontents. In this 
work, Freud deals with the delicate relationship between the individual and civilization, the clash between the search and desire for 
personal instinctive freedom and civilization, which necessarily requires the exact opposite, dulling instincts through laws and restrictions. 
This encounter/clash, according to Freud, tends to instil feelings of discontent and, in the evolution of what is now almost secular thinking, 
associates the idea of civilization with the gratification of consumption as an element for mitigating and controlling instinctiveness.  

Brannon’s work on the medium of representation can be defined as a phenomenological vectorial construction, linked precisely to the 
activity of connecting and organizing elements, thanks to which a subject engages with a world, that of the museum and of the city of 
Florence, as meaning. 

The American artist’s work thus interlaces the concept of the Kantian definition of the work, ergon, that is to say, being inside the work, 
with the Derridian one of parergon, that is, being outside the work. In other words, being inside the pictorial frame, inside the picture’s 
space of representation, inside given rules, inside the laws of the genre, and so within an aesthetic autonomy of thought and content, to 
then bring the content of the work out towards the experience of a lived moment, whether fiction (that built by the artist in the story) or real 
(that built by the viewer by combining the reading of the book with the visit to the show), evoking moments and personal stories like that 
of visual training, which, for the artist’s generation, still took place through direct experience, for instance by going to cinemas or other 
places considered to be personally important. 

Besides the book, the exhibition consists of three clusters of works, conceived and realized as fully fledged theatre and cinema 
sets. 

The exhibition opens with the large sculpture Unlearn, a perfume showcase near to which is found the body of the dead girl that 
gives rise to the story. Everything is simulation – there are no perfume bottles. But there is the memory of a period in the artist’s life when, 
as he wanted to be a doctor, he used to spend time in a morgue, and the smells of that experience have remained in his memory. Here it 
is the evocation through the object that produces the first moment of encounter between text and image. 

Next comes a large installation, where sculptures and rugs create a single work that conjures up the setting of the department 
store, the place where the story takes place. The sculptures have a glass section on which there are some handwritten words evocative 
of 1950s department stores. The words have a meaning associated with the contrast between social choices and individual choices, and 
reference both industrial production and the commercialization of the place, in this case Florence.  

The third section of the exhibition is a print and a theatre-cinema poster featuring a series of playbills of big and important films that 
have shaped the ability of many of us to define narration, to follow and construct stories deriving both from reality and from fiction. The 
work is a tribute to the art cinemas that still survive today in the USA – and in some cases in Italy as well – where the artist’s film culture 
was formed. 

It is a show conceived as the pages of a book, traversed by the public visiting the museum, where the text generates the images, which 
are not really explanations of the text – two works that run parallel and refer to each other. 
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